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Dear Colleague,

We are very pleased to give you the College of Education’s latest annual report on faculty accomplishments. As you look through this booklet, you’ll see the work of faculty and administrators in each of the College’s Departments, our colleagues at the Imperial Valley Campus, and our partners from the community and from other colleges within San Diego State University.

The attached report—Publications: Books, Chapters, and Articles in Refereed Journals—provides information about the scholarly writing of College of Education faculty and administrators during the period of July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009. Included are 151 publications representing the work of 55 individuals at the West San Diego and Imperial Valley campuses.

Congratulations to each of the faculty members and administrators who are named in this report. Your contributions to the College of Education, San Diego State University, the San Diego community, and the profession are much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Ric. A. Hovda
Professor and Dean

Patricia Lozada-Santone
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

RAH/PLS:mep

Enc.
A Message from the Dean

Among the basic philosophical tenets underlying the mission of the College of Education at San Diego State University are

- The belief that thoughtful scholarship is an efficient method for identifying effective practice which can be implemented to improve the quality of life in our community, and

- A commitment to improving the field of practice through the application of knowledge and use of strategic partnerships to facilitate positive change.

One measure of the College's adherence to these tenets is the record of accomplishments of its faculty in writing and research.

This report presents information about the scholarship of faculty members in the College of Education during the 2008-09 academic year. It presents the books, chapters, and articles in refereed journals and proceedings that appeared in print during this time period. Included are 151 publications representing the work of 55 faculty members. Book reviews, conference papers, technical reports, and articles in nonrefereed periodicals are not included.

Ric A. Hovda
Dean, College of Education
Organization of This Report

This report provides information about publications of College of Education faculty at San Diego State University during the 2008-09 academic year. The report is organized by the departments within the College of Education. Departments from the West SDSU campus appear first, followed by the Imperial Valley Campus. Within each department, faculty authors are listed in alphabetical order. After each author’s name is a listing of his or her 2008-09 books, chapters, and refereed journal articles and proceedings.

Publications co-authored by College of Education faculty appear under the name of the first author only. Under each co-author’s name is a note referring the reader to the publications of the first author. Names of all San Diego State University authors from the College of Education appear in bold faced type. The report ends with an index of College of Education authors.
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Marilee Bresciani


Charles Degenffe


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Marjorie Olney in Administration, Rehabilitation and Postsecondary Education.]

Nan Hampton


Frank Harris III


Marjorie Olney


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Nan Hampton in Administration, Rehabilitation and Postsecondary Education.]

Caren Sax


Sascha Mitchell


Audrey Hokoda


Patricia Kelly


Kelly, P. R., & Neal, J. C. (2009, Spring). Keeping it easy to learn at higher levels of text reading. *Journal of Reading Recovery, 8*(2), 27-36.

[For additional work by this faculty member, see Sharan Gibson in School of Teacher Education.]

Margie Kitano


Kitano, M. K. (2009). The role of culture in shaping expectations of the gifted. In J. Van Tassel-Baska (Ed.), *Patterns and profiles of promising learners from poverty* (pp. 11-31). Waco, TX: Prufrock Press.
Nola Butler-Byrd


---

Valerie Cook-Morales


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see *Tonika Green* in Counseling and School Psychology.]
Tonika Green


Patricia (Trish) Hatch


Colette Ingraham

[For work by this Faculty member, see Tonika Green in Counseling and School Psychology.]

Katina Lambros

Soh-Leong Lim


Gerald Monk


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Patricia Hatch in Counseling and School Psychology.]

Maria Nieto Senour

[For work by this Faculty member, see Nola Butler-Byrd in Counseling and School Psychology.]

Carol Robinson-Zañartu


[For additional work by this Faculty member, see Tonika Green in Counseling and School Psychology.]
Margaret Basom

[For work by this faculty member, see Kathryn Singh in Educational Leadership.]

Patti Chance


Joseph Johnson, Jr.


Kathryn Singh


Cynthia Uline


Theodore Kopcha

[For work by this faculty member, see Christianna Alger in School of Teacher Education.]

Allison Rossett


Fred Saba


Minjuan Wang


Elsa Billings


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Carla Mathison in School of Teacher Education.]

Karen Cadiero-Kaplan


Rodriguez, A. J. (2008). When does the researcher (should) also become a resource for the bricoleur teacher? A review of Ajay Shama’s Portrait of a science teacher as a bricoleur: A case study from India. *Cultural Studies of Science Education*. 3(4) 867-873.


Christianna Alger


Nadine Bezuk


Alexander Chizhik


Douglas Fisher


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Nancy Frey, Diane Lapp and Donna Ross in School of Teacher Education.]

---

**Nancy Frey**


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Douglas Fisher, Diane Lapp and Donna Ross in School of Teacher Education.]
Sharan Gibson


Victoria Jacobs


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Lisa Lamb in School of Teacher Education.]

Lisa Lamb


[For additional work by this faculty member, see Douglas Fisher and Nancy Frey in School of Teacher Education.]
Carla Mathison


Jill Kerper Mora


Jesus Nieto

[For work by this Faculty member, see Nola Butler-Byrd in Counseling and School Psychology.]

Randolph Philipp

[For work by this faculty member, see Lisa Lamb in School of Teacher Education.]

Jessica Pierson


Special Education

Luke Duesbery


Bonnie Kraemer


Jason Naranjo

Lasisi Ajayi


Richard Neumann


Gregorio Ponce


Fernando Rodríguez-Valls
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